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Abstract

This study draws on data from a public exhibition that was purposefully designed 
to engage children’s sense of smell in relation to an adapted version of The 
Three Little Pigs story at a children’s museum. Twenty-eight children attended 
the exhibition before official opening and their experiences were documented 
through researcher-led interviews, children’s drawings and researcher fieldnotes. 
Narrative hermeneutical analysis revealed that children’s olfactory engagement 
with the story was associated with the portrayal of good and evil and was fostered 
through the exhibition’s multisensory display. Children asserted themselves in the 
identity of wayfarers and engaged with the olfactory elements by criss-crossing 
personal, shared, literary and olfactory boundaries. The power of olfaction 
to stimulate idiosyncratic emotional responses came to the fore in children’s 
appropriation of the story narrative and the shared exhibition space.
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Smell evokes memories connected to specific places and personal experiences and thus 
constitutes a unique resource for museum studies. However, smell’s potential to enhance 
young children’s responses to museum exhibits has been under-researched. Furthermore, 
most children’s museums are designed to make children familiar with natural and science 
phenomena but less to engage children in fictional stories. This study draws on a research 
project that followed an open-minded enquiry into children’s experiences with a purposefully 
designed olfactory exhibition. There are two elements that add novel insights to the literature: 
the focus on pre-school children’s museum experiences of a fictional story and the focus on 
olfactory elements that engage children’s sense of smell. The exhibition was put together by 
a team of researchers, curators and subject matter experts and the process is described in 
detail in Kucirkova and Stray Gausel (2023). In this paper, I focus on the specific contribution of 
smell to children’s museum experiences and the value of the theoretical framing of wayfaring 
to studying children’s olfactory experiences in museums. Given the exploratory nature of the 
public exhibition and the novelty of a fictional fairy-tale enhanced with specially-designed 
olfactory boxes, I follow a case study methodology with a detailed documentation of children’s 
experiences. 

Museum studies with pre-school aged children

Children’s museum studies can be broadly divided into two key strands that correspond to two 
main traditions in thinking about childhood and early education. One strand is nested in the 
education studies that aim to develop extra-curricular experiences that expand or supplement 
school-based learning. In this strand of work, museums are conceived as community cultural 
institutions that offer opportunities for experiential education, which can promote learning, 
for example children’s understanding and interest in science (Paris et al. 1998). For example, 
Sobel et al. (2022) studied the learning experiences of 60 six- to nine-year olds in a museum 
in the USA and found that children were especially engaged in the exhibition when they could 
create their own goals for exploring the exhibition. The more children could exercise their own 
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agency at the museum, the longer they engaged with the exhibition (Sobel et al. 2022). The 
impact of museum learning opportunities is often difficult to measure in relation to children’s 
long-term academic achievement given that most interventions are short-term and one-off. 
Addressing this limitation, Lacoe et al. (2020) examined the long-term impact of students’ 
participation in a community museum in relation to academic and behavioural outcomes, as 
well as longer-term outcomes in high schools. Tracing students from two inner-city public 
elementary schools and their concurrent and future test scores, the authors found small short-
term gains in children’s academic scores, and positive effects on behavioural outcomes for 
students who participated in the museum activities. Although there were no long-term effects, 
the findings provide robust quantified evidence for supporting children’s time in interactive 
out-of-school activities in museums. 

The second strand of children’s museum studies is typically rooted in arts-based 
education and post-human and sociological theories with a strong emphasis on children’s 
embodied experiences communicated through multiple linguistic and non-linguistic modes. 
For example, drawing on the theoretical framework of van Leeuwen, Kress and Bezemer’s 
social semiotics (Van Leeuwen 2005; Kress 2009; Bezemer and Kress 2015) and a multimodal 
analysis that acknowledges the importance of each mode for meaning-making, Hackett 
(2014, 2016) has offered the concepts of ‘children in places’ and ‘lines of movement as lines 
of meaning making’ in museums. She suggests that children move through the museum 
space in various configurations (independently, in groups or with adults), at various speeds 
(running, stopping, exploring, turning back, retracing their steps) and engage in complex 
multimodal meaning-making. It is through this movement that children learn about the space 
and their role in it, Hackett (2014) argues. Hackett and Somerville (2017) followed British and 
Australian children’s vocalizations, drum playing and marching in museums and illustrated 
that the places acted as sites of embodied and tacit knowledge that enabled children to 
experience the world in ways that neither research nor the formal education systems have 
sufficiently acknowledged.

The rationale for this study was informed by studies located in the first strand of 
literature but the study’s conceptualization and implementation are more closely aligned 
with the second strand, which highlights children’s embodied and sensory experiences in 
museum interactions. In particular, I connect to Hackett’s notion of children as ‘wayfarers’ 
(originally used by Ingold (2016) in an analysis of lines), who move in the museum space with 
creativity and playfulness. 

Children as wayfarers

Hackett (2016) observed that children’s embodied movements in the museum were repeated 
every time they visited the exhibition and proposed that this repetition of movement demonstrated 
the ‘imagined and collectively remembered nature of these [embodied] practices’ (Hackett 2016: 
174). According to Hackett (2014), children’s walking and running is a place-making activity 
and their way of communicating how they embody, emplace and experience the world. While 
visual methods are particularly well-suited to capture children’s non-verbal communicative 
practices and place-based meaning-making (Hackett and Yamada-Rice 2015), capturing 
children’s lines of movement in relation to multisensory engagement remains to be explored.

Ingold (2021) offers a refreshing perspective on overly functionalist and mechanistic 
approaches to interpretations of movement by proposing a ‘linealogical’ approach to 
understanding interactions. In this approach, lines generated through activities (e.g. drawing) 
as well as bodily movements (e.g. children moving across the space) constitute lived meaning-
making experiences. Instead of studying interactions through blocks, assemblages or chains 
of activities, Ingold (2015) has studied the correspondences and orientations of individual 
links between and among people. Some lines may not be visible or inscribed anywhere: 
for example, hunters are connected to their prey by threads of scent that travel through 
the air (Ingold 2021). Nevertheless, the traces of hunters and prey connected through 
smell remain in their shared memory and become registered through the movement on the 
ground. Extrapolating from Ingold, Hackett (2016) demonstrated how children learn about 
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the museum space by moving through it and how tracing children’s steps provides insights 
into their authentic experiences of the space. Connecting to both Ingold’s (2015, 2016) 
theorizations and Hackett’s study (2016), I argue for the need to mobilize all our senses to 
explore children’s wayfaring museum experiences. Children’s wayfaring experiences can be 
stimulated with various sensory resources and, in our project, were prompted by resources 
specifically designed to engage children’s sense of smell. I thus focus on the sense of smell 
as a line that binds children’s interactions in public exhibitions.

Olfaction in museum research and practice

The primary senses targeted by museum exhibitions have traditionally been the visual, auditory 
and haptic senses. This is not surprising if we consider the volatile nature of smells and taste 
and the official museums’ mission to conserve cultural and natural heritage (International 
Council of Museums 2016). Similarly to adults’ exhibits, museum exhibitions for children are 
grounded in experiences that connect images, visual displays, music, sounds and hands-on 
experiences (Gong 2022). However, as highlighted in multisensory museum studies, visitors’ 
active engagement in a museum setting can rely on the full sensorium including the lower 
senses of olfaction, gustation and proprioception. Indeed, an interdisciplinary approach to 
museum studies shows that the hierarchy of senses that is followed by mainstream education 
systems and public communication does not need to be followed in museum practices (see 
Levent and Pascual-Leone 2014).

Olfaction – the sense of smell through which aromas, scents and smells (odours) 
are detected – is neuroanatomically closely connected to gustation (taste) in the form 
of chemosensation (Mucignat-Caretta et al. 2012) and the two senses are often studied 
together. Our exhibition specifically targeted olfaction, without engaging children’s sense of 
taste. Olfaction is a little researched, but increasingly relevant, sense in museum studies. 
In his description of the museum as a ‘smellscape’, Drobnick (2014) outlines the value of 
olfaction in conveying both political messages (e.g. smell of debris and cigarettes to indicate 
environmental concern) and artistic ideas (e.g. enhancing an artistic artefact through pleasant 
fragrances). Most recently, olfaction has been used to intensify the aesthetic experience of 
visitors to the main Spanish national art museum, The Prado Museum. At the new exhibition 
of paintings by Jan Brueghel and Peter Paul Rubens, ten essences aligned with the two 
artworks are diffused in the air through Air Parfum technology.1  Olfaction can stimulate 
affective responses to heritage (Bembibre and Strlič 2017) and evoke unique responses to 
objects or areas of exhibition (Spence 2020). In this study, I explored children’s responses to 
an olfaction-enhanced story exhibit following The Three Little Pigs folktale. 

Fiction in children’s museum research and practice

Children’s museums are generally considered to be informal learning environments that can 
enhance children’s learning opportunities with natural, historical and scientific resources (Gong 
2022). A typical exhibition brings to a condensed space the possibility for children to explore 
artefacts and traditions from previous centuries or to apply scientific concepts in practice. An 
overly didactic approach to museum exhibits has been criticized for its adult-centredness and 
rejected in favour of a focus on children’s physical and embodied responses to unmediated art 
(Weiner 2004). Others have argued that children should have ample multisensory opportunities 
to explore the museum exhibits hands-on, perform actions and have fun with the exhibit (see 
Dudley 2010). The design of the exhibition in our project accords with these ideas and focuses 
on children’s hands-on, playful experiences with fictional stories.

Fiction is part of art and cultural heritage. The aesthetic experience of fictional 
worlds can be expressed through textual and audio narratives but also through whole-body 
experiences, such as, for example, with the Magic Cottage prototype that provides semi-
immersive virtual reality (Patera et al. 2008) or the Magic Book Project (Billinghurst et al. 
2001), where the reading experience is augmented with 3D virtual models. Fiction enjoys 
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a special place in olfactory museum studies given the tradition of cultural heritage, which 
considers fairy tales to represent not only socio-historic and cultural values (Honeyman 2013) 
but also information about smells and scents available in the past (Friedman 2016). Latest 
olfactory museum studies have focused on the relationship between olfaction and fiction 
with artificial intelligence (AI) techniques; for example, Massri et al. (2022) deployed AI text 
mining techniques to examine the relationships between smells and emotions in fairy tales. 
The authors created a machine learning model capable of classifying sentences as either 
smell-related or not, and to determine which ones applied to which old European fairy tales. 
Their approach pioneers the use of AI to extract textual information about ‘past olfactory 
realms and the emotional valence linked to odours long absent and forgotten’ (Massri 2022). 
There are many fairy tales that explicitly refer to aromas, either directly through the story 
text, or indirectly, through the portrayal of various aroma-laden story settings. In this study, 
the team selected the traditional fairy tale The Three Little Pigs.

The Three Little Pigs story

The origin of The Three Little Pigs traces back to pre-seventeenth century European folktales 
that were transmitted through the oral culture of storytelling, with the first print version 
documented in The Nursery Rhymes of England (London and New York, c. 1886), by James 
Halliwell-Phillipps. As with many old traditional stories, the fairy tale follows archetypical 
good and bad characters and symbols representing villains’ violence and heroes’ wit. With 
its rich metaphors, the story has been widely employed in early childhood curricula. Rader 
and Rader analysed The Three Little Pigs from a postmodern perspective and suggested 
a list of pedagogical recommendations for using the story as a narrative bed for stimulating 
classroom discussions around integrity, identity, and circumstances.2  Recently, Neumann 
and Merchant (2022) conducted a case study in an English early childhood classroom and 
analysed the teacher’s mediation strategies of children’s interactions around a story book 
app of The Three Little Pigs. The Three Little Pigs story was also used to inspire children to 
persist with a difficult design and build resilience (Cantu 2015) and in an arts-based project in 
a Reggio Emilia early childhood classroom, to encourage children’s art- and meaning-making 
across texts and genres (Rhoades 2016). The story’s main themes of learning through trial and 
error and the theme of a house as a place of safety and protection from outside threats, map 
neatly onto the informal learning space of children’s museums. To the best of my knowledge, 
the story has not been considered in relation to its olfactory character and as a resource for 
a museum exhibition for children – a gap filled by our study.

Study context

This study is part of a community-oriented project in which we adopted a participatory 
approach to examine children’s olfactory engagement with stories. In conceptualizing and 
creating the exhibition, we involved a community of users, including the local children (see 
Kucirkova and Kamola 2023) and an olfactory expert, who designed tailor-made ‘smell boxes’ 
for the exhibition. In this article I focus on the experiences of a group of children during and 
after their visit at the exhibition.

Design of the exhibition space

When creating the exhibition (described in detail in Kucirkova and Stray Gausel 2023), we 
considered odours as an element that can augment a story and children’s experiences in a 
public museum. We partnered up with a local public makerspace (Vitenfabrikken) that enabled 
us to make the final exhibition open to all children. Vitenfabrikken is a nonprofit educational 
and cultural institution, dedicated to stimulating children’s interests and expanding children’s 
experiences at home and in schools with a curiosity-driven approach. As such, Vitenfabrikken 
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meets the definition criteria of the Association of Children’s Museums, and plays a vital role 
in the community’s local and extracurricular activities.

In public communication about the exhibition, we considered several olfaction-related 
terms in our research team, including aromas, scents, smells, odours and fragrance. We 
decided to use the positively laden word ‘scent’ for public-facing materials and ‘olfaction’ for 
academic descriptions. I therefore refer to the smell-related elements of the study as olfactory. 

Olfactory part of the exhibition

Children’s sense of smell was stimulated through purposefully created olfactory boxes that 
contained pleasant and unpleasant aromas. The olfactory boxes were made of wood and 
were all of equal size (16 x 16 x 16 cm) and colour. The boxes had handles painted in different 
colours and when opened, they contained coloured fragranced surfaces. The surfaces were 
placed above pellets filled with cotton wool infused with specifically selected, safe-to-use 
aromas. When reflecting on the presence of smells and scents in museums, Keller (2014: 169) 
shared the challenge of representing smells in a way that is stable and uniform for all museum 
visitors: ‘Smells are unstable; they blur, overlap, and move around’. This is a challenge for 
museum curators (see also Drobnick 2014), which in our project was addressed by the use 
of olfactory boxes that could be opened and closed by the children and topped up by the 
museum curators. As such, the smell remained concentrated to five designated areas of the 
exhibition. The boxes were placed at five olfactory stations, which represented a pigpen, the 
wolf, and three houses built by the three little pigs. 

Narrative part of the exhibition

To construct the narrative thread for the exhibition, the team, which included a children’s 
librarian, reviewed several versions of The Three Little Pigs story written in English and 
our target language, Norwegian. We adapted the key elements of the version written and 
illustrated by Catarina Kruusval, by keeping the elements of ‘good’ represented by the three 
pigs and ‘evil’ represented by the big bad wolf. We also kept the story’s focus on the values of 
perseverance and wit, as represented by the three little pigs. Our version of the story begins 
with the Mother Pig asking the exhibition visitors to help her find her three children (the three 
little pigs) who left the pigpen to build their own houses. The story continues with a Pretty Pig 
who built a house of straw because this pig was lazy and liked to spend time on pampering 
rather than housebuilding. The second house is that of a Reading Pig, who liked to read books 
and built a wooden house. The third, Clever Pig, built a brick house that the wolf could not blow 
down and where the three little pigs lived happily ever after (see Appendix for the full story).

Multisensory elements of the exhibition

In an exhibition targeting pre-school-aged children who might be vulnerable to cognitive 
overload (Klingberg 2013; Miller 2014), the stimulation of multiple senses needed to be 
carefully considered. Aware of the multisensory interplay and integration that occurs in natural 
interactions (Spence and Squire 2003) but also the limited cognitive resources available to 
process many sensorial stimuli simultaneously (Malhotra 1984), we decided to focus on the 
olfactory sense as the primary sense of the exhibition, together with visual and haptic senses. 

Children’s visual sense was supported with a colour scheme that united the moods 
represented by the olfactory boxes and the three pigs’ identities: yellow for urine-like aroma 
of the pigpen and Mother Pig; pink for the lazy pig and fruit-like sweet fragrance; green for 
the reading pig and wooden smell; brown for the solid brick house and chocolate smell; and 
black for the bad smell of the wolf imitating pungent aromas of wet dog’s hair. The colours 
of yellow, pink, green, brown and black appeared on the handles of the olfactory boxes and 
inside the boxes’ fragranced surfaces, so they were indicated before the aroma was released 
and were directly part of the smelling experience when the boxes were opened. The individual 
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houses representing the three pigs were designed with this colour scheme in mind, including 
the accessories inside the house (e.g. pink pillows inside the Pretty Pig house). 

Figures 1-3 illustrate the set-up of the pigs’ houses at the exhibition.

Fig. 1. The entrance to the exhibition

Fig. 2. The house of the Pretty Pig with the olfactory box in the middle

Fig. 3. The brick house of the Clever Pig

The story was written on posters hanging above each of the olfactory stations. In addition 
to the text, visitors could listen to a narration of the story by activating a QR code on the 
posters. The narrator’s voice could also be heard throughout the exhibition from an iPad’s 
loudspeakers hidden in the ceiling. This recording was played in a loop and represented the 
wolf’s voice, with the repeated sentences ‘I will puff and huff and blow your house down!’ The 
exhibition entrance and each of the four posters had illustrations of the main story characters 
(Mother Pig and the three little pigs), but the wolf was not depicted on any of the materials. 
The wolf was represented with a replica of paws and claws hung up on an artificial pine tree 
in the centre of the exhibition, with the wolf-related olfactory box positioned below the tree.

Natalia Kucirkova: Children’s Wayfaring Experiences
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Fig. 4. The wolf’s station showing the olfactory box

Theoretical and ethical frame for the study

In this study, I connect to Hackett’s (2014) concept of children as museum wayfarers, and 
to the literature that foregrounds the contextual embeddedness of children’s narratives (e.g. 
Puroila and Estola 2014). The key theoretical and ethical framework for my thinking about 
children’s experiences at the exhibition was the proposition that children’s creative selves 
are always situated, embodied and mediated by other human beings, socio-cultural signs 
and literary symbols. I draw on social justice approaches and the methodology of narrative 
hermeneutics, which can be considered both a theory and analysis, to guide ‘the ethical 
complexity of the roles that narratives play in our lives’ (Meretoja 2017: 11). In particular, the 
analytical foci of narrative hermeneutics encapsulate embedded and multimodal meaning-
making through narratives and, as such, are different from traditional narrative analyses followed 
in intervention studies (e.g. Peterson et al. 1999). Unlike in narrative-focused interventions 
that target structural elements such as the linear progression of story beginning, middle 
and end, or chronological progress of the story sequence (e.g. Soto et al. 2009), narrative 
hermeneutics are sensitive to the embedded socio-cultural and historical biases in critical 
linguistic approaches to stories (see Toolan 2013). The concept of children as wayfarers and 
the tool of narrative hermeneutics guided my interrogation of the following research question: 
what can attention to children’s identity as wayfarers in an olfaction-enhanced exhibition 
reveal about children’s museum experiences?
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Methodology

Participants and ethics

The data I draw on in this study was collected during a research week that occurred two 
weeks before the official opening day of the public exhibition. During the research week, 
the exhibition was attended by two groups of children from a local kindergarten, on two 
separate days. The groups consisted of 14 girls and 14 boys aged between 4.5 to eight years, 
accompanied by six teachers. The children’s consent to participate in the study was given 
in writing by their parents prior to the research week. Following the ethical protocol obtained 
for the study, none of the photographs contained children’s faces or identifiable information 
and all audio-recordings and fieldnotes were anonymized. When joining the study, children 
were allocated random numbers between 0 and 99 to avoid the use of their names during 
audio-recordings and drawing.

The children’s own consent to participate was monitored throughout their participation 
at the exhibition by checking and verbally asking the children whether they were happy to, for 
example, open the olfactory boxes or have a photograph taken of their drawing. All children 
seemed very enthusiastic about the exhibition and, indeed, most children did not want to 
leave the exhibition after the allocated time and requested to visit the exhibition again. In this 
study, I only focus on children’s responses to the exhibition resources, acknowledging that 
some of their responses were influenced by the teachers’ and project members’ presence 
at the exhibition. 

Data sources 

I relied on three sources of data for the present study: my interviews with the children, 
children’s drawings and my fieldnotes. The interviews occurred between me, the researcher, 
and the children jointly inhabiting the space of the exhibition. The interviews were thus open 
to my spontaneous questions and the children’s spontaneous answers and my subjective 
interpretation of the answers. After the initial request for the children’s response, I took 
the role of a listener who does not interrupt or seek clarifications but lets children speak 
freely about their experiences. In alignment with the interpretive and explanatory nature of 
narrative hermeneutics, I was interested in the way in which the fictional story and children’s 
own narratives foreground the social and meaning structures (Kvale and Brinkmann 2009). 
Some interviews were one-to-one with individual children, and some were with small groups 
of children, with a maximum of four children per group. The interviews were captured by a 
hand-held audio-recorder and the recordings were later transcribed by me and a project 
team member who was present at the research week. The transcriptions were in the original 
language (Norwegian) and selected quotes were translated into English. 

In addition to interview data, the project team member and I took photographs of children’s 
drawings. Given the substantial literature on the value of children’s drawings in representing 
and communicating children’s imagination, sign-making and understanding (Jolley 2009), the 
drawing activity was intended to capture children’s expression of ideas through a different, 
non-verbal, modality. The drawing activity occurred in an area separate from the exhibition 
area, which the children entered after they visited the exhibition. In the drawing area, children 
were provided with a black-and-white colouring sheet with the faces of the three pigs and 
the Mother Pig. The pigs’ faces were the same as those on the posters above each olfactory 
station and the pigpen and pigs’ houses. The children were encouraged to colour in ‘the pig 
you liked most’. The children could use any of the coloured pencils we provided them with, 
but these were limited to the five colours of the olfactory stations and two additional colours 
of purple and orange. The choice of the colours was guided by the expert advice from one of 
the research team members who specializes in odour-colour synaesthesia (see Speed and 
Majid 2018). Mini replicas of the five olfactory boxes from the exhibition were also provided to 
the children and these were placed on the same table as the colouring materials (see Figure 

Natalia Kucirkova: Children’s Wayfaring Experiences
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5). This set-up was purposeful in order to comply with the objectives of the research week.

Fig. 5. The drawing area

The third data source was hand-written fieldnotes, which focused on observing children’s natural 
interactions during the exhibition and insights that could be useful later for contextualizing the 
analysis. Some notes were written in Norwegian and some in English and were completed 
at the end of the observation period. To illustrate children’s bodily positions at the exhibition, 
the research team at the University of Stavanger commissioned a professional illustrator who 
replicated children’s positions at the exhibition with illustrations. This work was undertaken 
as part of the open exhibition component which promoted active involvement of the public 
in the exhibition.

Data analysis

The narrative hermeneutics analytical method is suitable for studying the complex interplay 
between action, narrative and personal meanings (Meretoja 2017). My analytical approach 
was closely related to Schorch’s (2013) hermeneutic analysis of cross-cultural encounters in 
a museum setting, but with an explicit focus on children’s sensorial, embodied and olfactory 
experiences. 

In collecting and interpreting the data, I continuously and actively followed Watt’s 
(2007) recommendations for deep researcher reflexivity in qualitative research. In particular, 
I reflected on the ethical issues noted in relation to interview and drawing techniques used 
with children for research purposes (Fargas-Malet et al. 2010), and the extent to which they 
can offer an authentic account of their experiences (Eldén 2013). The combination of several 
data sources, a theory-informed analysis, researcher reflexivity and awareness of my own 
positionality, was my attempt to provide a fair and multi-layered representation of children’s 
experiences.
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Findings and Discussion

A narrative hermeneutic analysis of children’s interviews, drawings and movements across 
the exhibitions that I noted in my fieldnotes, revealed one key finding: namely, that children’s 
olfactory engagement with the fictional narrative was strongly influenced by the binary 
framework of good and bad in The Three Little Pigs story. The good-bad binary seemed to 
have been the driver for children’s responses and multisensory engagement at the exhibition. 
When I systematically reviewed the colours and patterns used by children in their drawings, 
I did not find any clear correspondence between the colour scheme of the exhibition and 
children’s drawings, but there was a clear tendency to colour in the Clever Pig representing 
the brick house, followed by the Mother Pig representing the pigpen. Some children circled 
these two pigs’ faces and put a cross across the other pigs. Perhaps, given the adults’ and 
notably their teachers’ presence at the drawing area, the children interpreted the activity as 
an exercise to check their understanding of the story and its main good characters. Another 
interpretation is that the children liked the Clever Pig most because of the safety it represented. 
This interpretation aligns with instances where children added drawings to the pre-designed 
pigs’ faces. Here, children’s drawings of the brick house and of the bad wolf were visible 
signs of what mattered to them most. The bad wolf was represented with a scary face and 
the brick house with warm colours and home-like elements.

Fig. 6. Selected children’s drawings 

My interviews with the children, but also observations of their movements across the exhibition, 
indicated children’s strong preoccupation with the wolf character. Among several examples 
of this occurrence in the fieldnotes, this one stands out: 

“Who will take on the wolf’s role?”, a girl asked but no one volunteered. The 
children ran to the house of the Clever Pig representing the house the wolf didn’t 
blow away. “Where is the wolf, where is the wolf?” the girls shrieked. One of the 
boys opened the door and began walking around the exhibition area. Seeing 
me crouching in the corner, he asked: “Which [box] is the wolf?”. He did not wait 
for an answer but began searching for the wolf by frantically opening each of 
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the five olfactory boxes.

(Fieldnotes excerpt nr.1)

Although all children were interested in the olfactory boxes, the focus of most children was on 
the wolf and the threat he represented. Children’s feelings of fear may have been triggered by 
the combination of sounds and aromas that indicated, but did not reveal, the wolf’s presence in 
the exhibition area. The lack of the wolf’s physical presence seemed to have been intensified 
with the threatening refrain of huffing and puffing coming from the loudspeakers and the 
olfactory box capturing the wolf’s smell. The wolf’s smell was designed to grow in intensity 
when smelled repeatedly. It could be that this lingering and yet ephemeral nature of the wolf’s 
presence at the exhibition was the most frightening element for the children. 

It could also be that the sound references to the wolf’s presence evoked children’s 
olfactory response or vice-versa, in a synaesthetic way. Synaesthesia is a psycholinguistic 
phenomenon, in which ‘ordinary activities (e.g. listening to music or reading) trigger 
consistent, extraordinary experiences (e.g. colours or tastes)’ (Simner, 2007: 23). While the 
relationships between colour and sound are well-studied (e.g. Ward et al. 2006), perceptual 
and neurodevelopmental studies are only beginning to document the relationships between 
olfaction and sound (Di Stefano et al. 2022). Both the sounds and the smell stayed in the area 
as invisible traces that the children retrieved through their movement across the exhibition 
space. By attending to the olfactory cues, children produced a new place as they repeatedly 
walked in areas that they considered safe and free from the wolf and avoided areas that 
smelled bad and implied the wolf’s presence. As Ingold (2008) and Hackett (2016) argue, it 
was the totality of wayfaring, both the places children favoured and the places they avoided, 
that constituted their experience of the olfactory exhibition. The following excerpt illustrates 
the children’s awareness of the lingering nature of smell and its link to the wolf’s character. 

When leaving the exhibition, one of the boys felt it was important to convey to 
me that “wolves can smell very far”. The boy pulled my hand and whispered 
that wolves can smell further than people, just like dogs. “Do you think the wolf 
can smell up to here, to the staircase?” I asked him. The boy silently nodded. 

(Fieldnotes excerpt nr.2)

Pink’s concept of sensory ethnography, which ‘challenges the pre-set categories of multimodal 
analysis and breaks down the binaries between image and text’ (Pink 2011: 274), made me 
attentive to the material properties of the olfactory boxes and children’s engagement with 
them. In Kucirkova and Bruheim Jensen (2023), we described how fragranced areas in 
scratch-and-sniff books play a meta-function in reading, in that they transmit meanings that 
continue beyond the fragranced areas in the book. In the study here, the elusive nature and 
difficulty to control ambient smells that Pink (2015) alludes to, meant that smells remained 
feebly alive throughout the exhibition, along with the wolf’s violent threats.

That the children did not want the wolf’s smell to linger in the space was noticeable 
when the children were encouraged to open several olfactory boxes but none of them wanted 
to open the one representing the wolf, as shown in this interview excerpt:

Me: So we should not open it? [pointing to the box with the black handle, 
representing the wolf]

Boy 1: No, we do not open it.

Me: Was that the wolf that had that smell? Or was it a pig?

Boy 1: Wolf!
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Me: Ah, okay.

In another episode, a boy continued with the assertion that the bad wolf’s smell is the worst 
smell of all, and should be kept away from other children:

Boy 1: We need to wash hands! Close the box, close the box! Don’t open the 
box again! 

Boy 2: It must not be so close to me – I do not like it.

The desire to close the box representing the wolf’s smell corresponded to the children’s quick 
and loud closing of the doors of the Clever Pig’s brick house. The children did not want to 
let the bad wolf enter the house and used it as their hiding space from the wolf. Here is an 
excerpt from my fieldnotes made during an observation at the brick house of the Clever Pig.

The brick house was loud and crowded with five children. The children crouched 
inside the house and shouted at a child outside the house that he was the wolf. 
One of the girls grabbed a little lamp standing on the table inside the house and 
shouted: “the wolf doesn’t like light!”. She switched the light on and put it in front 
of the window of the house’s door. “Go, hide you!” she instructed other children 
inside the house, who crouched into the corners. 

(Fieldnotes excerpt nr.3)

Fig. 7. Illustration of the brick house with a child inside it

The boundaries between reality and fiction and between ambient and concentrated olfaction may 
have blurred in children’s experiences at the exhibition. The young children’s first experience of 
the exhibition and the lack of adult mediation of this experience may explain this observation; 
namely, in traditional reading of stories, the adult’s mediating role is essential for explaining 
story events, advancing children’s story comprehension and explaining the moral of the story 
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(see Zevenbergen and Whitehurst 2003). This might be particularly important for stories that 
involve villainous characters. For example, Neumann and Merchant (2022) reported on how, 
when reading The Three Little Pigs story to children in the class, the teacher demonstrated 
how the wolf was scary and used affective, cognitive and technical techniques to scaffold 
children’s understanding of the story. The following audio-recorded episode substantiates this 
point. In the exchange, I drew children’s attention to the chocolate smell inside the olfactory 
box placed inside the Clever Pig’s brick house.

Boy 1: Oh it smells…. it’s a little scary.

Me: But tell me, how does it smell then?

Boy 2: It still smells like poop of the wolf. Go to the brick house! Come on everyone! 
[the boy calls other children present at the exhibition towards the brick house]

Me: If you open the box there [pointing to the box representing the chocolate 
smell], what does it smell like?

Boy 2: It smells like poop!

Me: Are you sure?

Boy 2: Come in and smell.

Me: Yes.

Girl: I smell it.

Me: Sure, does it smell like chocolate do you think?

Girl: I have to smell it.

Boy 1: But we have to close the door.

Me: You have to close the door?

Boy 1: You must close the door!!! [screams and shuts the door].

Smells could act as unifiers between experiences occurring in a house and a museum (Whiteley 
et al. 2017) but in my observation, olfaction seemed to have intensified children’s experience 
of the story rather than the other way round. The fear of the wolf seemed to be the driving 
force behind children’s experiences at the exhibition, but I also noted one exception: after 
the children’s exhibition visit, a child in the drawing area expressed the desire to go back to 
the exhibition and defeat the bad wolf.

Me: Can [researcher’s name] take a picture of your drawing?

Girl: [researcher’s name]…[nods].

Boy 2: I’m not finished. [with the drawing].

Boy 1: I’m going out there and scare the wolf now. [boy gets up from the chair 
and heads back to the exhibition].
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Similarly to the study by Franklin and Sansom (2018) in the Museum of New and Old Art 
(Mona) in Tasmania, from the outset of the study, children were the target audience for the 
exhibition and the curators wanted to facilitate children’s creative and playful engagement in 
the museum. The moments of children’s walking, running, creeping, crawling, crouching and 
hopping in the exhibition space were moments of creative play that configured their perception 
of the space and the main story characters that the space represented. The children inhabited 
the space within the fictional narrative frame of The Three Little Pigs and, to a large extent, 
took on the identities of the pigs who needed to escape the bad wolf. Their wayfaring became 
an active, embodied engagement with the story elements and this shared wayfarer identity 
continued with their engagement with the olfactory elements of the exhibition. 

As olfactory wayfarers, children could touch, manipulate and smell the museum exhibits, 
revealing aspects of experiences that are difficult to capture with traditional observational 
methods (see Hjorth and Pink 2014). Without a doubt, the design of the olfactory boxes 
influenced the ways in which children could demonstrate their interest in, and knowledge of, 
the various odours. Price et al. (2022) analysed the bodily modes of interaction of families 
attending the Natural History Museum, London, and found that some design features of the 
museum resources could be directly traced back to certain types of interaction: ‘the specific 
design elements of digital exhibits shaped family participation engagement, and collaboration, 
and their potential for supporting adults in scaffolding children’s learning: engagement, activity 
and meaning making’ (Price et al. 2022: 37). In another study, the meSch project, stories 
were designed to respond to the visitor’s movement through the space by playing sounds and 
specific story sequences based on the selection of the user.3  Our olfactory boxes were not 
adaptive to children’s movements, but children calibrated their experience by coming closer 
or further from the boxes, opening and closing the boxes’ lids and repeating the interaction. 
The children used their whole bodies to come closer to the fragranced areas, placing their 
nose directly to the box or at a distance. As such, they used movement to respond to the 
olfactory trace in the air, thus creating olfactory areas inside the exhibition.

The children’s bodily position when smelling an olfactory box is illustrated in Figure 8 
to indicate the ways in which children calibrated their perceptions of smell at the exhibition.

Fig. 8. A boy smelling an open olfactory box

Even though the boxes’ size and placement at the exhibition were intended for individual 
engagement, the children rarely explored them individually. Figure 9 shows the children 
gathering around an olfactory box, which was the most typical way for children to move and 
position themselves around the olfactory materials.

Natalia Kucirkova: Children’s Wayfaring Experiences
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Fig. 9. A group of three children smelling an open olfactory box

The hermeneutic concept of narrative identity, that is, the notion that identities are shaped 
by narratives humans create to make sense of their life, explains the children’s desire to 
check, confirm and negotiate their understandings of the various odours with their peers. 
This shared identity constituted an opportunity to signal and perform a sense of belonging in 
the exhibition space. The children’s responses that I analysed seemed to unify their personal 
and shared identities in relation to the literary and olfactory identities represented at the 
exhibition. Similarly to Schorch et al.’s (2015) documentation of secondary school children’s 
cross-cultural encounters at a museum exhibition in Victoria, Australia, the children at our 
exhibition transitioned from abstract notions of identities of ‘other’ to more unified experiences 
of belonging as part of the shared fear of the wolf. The olfactory experience contributed to 
this identity-unification. The following extract from my fieldnotes offers an example of how 
the children shared their odour experiences with other children.

Inside the house of the Pretty Pig. 

“It is sweets, smell it!” the girl shouted and opened the box. Another girl walked 
in and sniffed the fragranced surface.

(Fieldnotes excerpt nr.4)

In addition to olfactory wayfaring at the exhibition, children’s personal and literary identities 
criss-crossed in the exhibition space. The following short exchange between two girls shows 
how children appropriated the literary characters by pretending to own the houses where 
the three pigs lived. 

Girl 1: I want to be in your house! [emphasis added by me].

Girl 2: Come in then!
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Birch (2018) theorized children’s museum experiences from the perspectives of new materialist 
and post-humanist theories, highlighting ambiguous, open and playful experiences as part 
of children’s sensory and bodily encounters in the museum. Her proposition of ‘the child as 
an “experiencer” or one who bodily experiences is proposed, as a challenge to the common 
premise of the child as learner above all else’ (Birch 2018: 517), had resonances with my 
observations of children’s highly individualized and thus ‘ambiguous and ungeneralisable’ 
(Birch 2018) responses to the olfactory-literary museum resources. 

The children’s ambiguous and unique responses to the exhibition odours were compatible 
with the multisensorial nature of exhibition experiences. In his compelling account of the 
museum experiences of a visually-impaired girl, Hetherington (2003: 105) vividly describes 
how the focus on visual materials privileges certain types of knowledge that are not equally 
accessible or relevant to all: 

The relationship between sight and representation in most western cultures 
tends to bias our understanding towards more distal forms of knowledge. My 
visit with Sarah suggested to me questions about different forms of knowledge, 
their representational economies, and the ways in which we are interpellated as 
subjects by our relations with materials arranged within social spaces. 

An olfaction-focused exhibition offers new knowledge representations and has invited 
children’s engagement with material resources in a way that followed their nose – both literally 
and figuratively. It is through such engagement that children’s learning is stimulated and could 
be further supported by adults.

Bowers et al. (2015) outline how calling children’s attention to specific exhibition 
elements supported children’s appreciation of the cross-cultural exhibits at the National 
Museum of African American History and Culture. For example, in one activity, Bowers 
and colleagues (2015) encouraged the children to put on ‘spy eyes’ to spot Arabic letters. 
During my observations, teachers’ mediation was minimal, which is easily attributable to the 
nature of the study: the teachers were informed that my focus was on children’s spontaneous 
and unconstrained responses to the exhibition and with the exception of one teacher, they 
adopted the role of passive observers. In future work, it would be interesting to follow-up my 
observations with a study of teacher-mediated visits and explore whether and how teachers 
might mediate children’s identification with the story characters and their response to odours 
associated with them. 

Future research could also explore how different stories, or different adaptations of 
The Three Little Pigs story might influence children’s responses. Athanasiou-Krikelis (2019) 
describes two modern versions of The Three Little Pigs, one where the three pigs do not 
build their three houses but write pages for their own book (Wiesner 2001), and Trivizas’ 
(2003) version, titled The Three Little Wolves and the Big Bad Pig, which puts the traditional 
story on its head. Trivizas wittily subverts the pigs’ roles of victims and positions the wolf as a 
harmonizer who, in the end, builds a house of flowers where the big pig can enjoy tea together 
with the other two wolves. It would be interesting to explore how the story reversal dovetails 
with olfactory correspondences and, indeed, whether a match and mismatch between good 
and bad odours and good and bad story characters might play out in children’s museum’s 
wayfaring. 

In conclusion, the focus of the exhibition was motivated by the apparent lack of 
traditional fairy tales in children’s museums and the inclusion of odours as a volatile, materially 
unstable, yet powerful resource for meaning-making. The findings illuminate the ethical role 
that stories play in children’s lives by connecting to children’s strong sense of good and bad 
that traditional fairy tales convey. The power of olfaction to evoke strong emotional reactions 
was unlocked with olfactory boxes, which, together with the strong narrative presence of 
the good and bad story characters, revealed children’s strong identification with the fictional 
narrative. Although for the exhibition, the team adopted the plot of the traditional fairy tale 
and did not refer to the wolf’s bad actions, the children were clearly aware of the wolf’s threat 
to the pigs. The symbolism in the wolf’s threatening actions and the safety of a house built 
of bricks served the purpose of anchoring children’s experiences in an open-ended story 
experience enhanced with abstract and volatile odours. Overall, the provision of story-related 
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olfactory resources at the museum has opened up the space for children to play out their 
identity of capable olfactory wayfarers.

Notes
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